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Questions you should consider?  
When purchasing an off road adventure focused  

luxury caravan or camper  . 
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Can it be fully set up including the awning in less than 15 seconds? 
 

Yes         

When set up are the walls and roof made of solid insulating material rather than canvas? 
 

Yes         

Does it have the strength, ground clearance and suspension to cope with any corrugated 
roads or rough terrain that a four-wheel-drive might subject it to? 

Yes         

Can  it have at least 550 mm of ground clearance even when fully loaded 
 

Yes         

Does it have about 5500 L of storage space? 
 

Yes         

Can the basic model carry an extra 800 kg of equipment or stored items? 
 

Yes         

Does it have 50 mm x 50 mm square axles with 2000 kg bearings? 
 

Yes         

Does it have an aerodynamic shape which minimises air resistance and fuel 
consumption?  

Yes         

Are the shower and toilet available for use at any time after the roof is raised? Yes         
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Are stones from the wheels of the towing vehicle deflected harmlessly away rather than 
bouncing off a screen and possibly onto the back of the vehicle? 

Yes         

Does it have fully moulded fibreglass construction for extra strength? 
 

Yes         

Are the walls and roof lined to prevent condensation? 
 

Yes         

Would the walls prevent a potential intruder gaining entry with the use of a knife or razor 
blade? 

Yes         

Does it have 1880 mm X 760 mm mattresses that can be arranged either as single beds 
or a Queen bed? 

Yes         

Can it be levelled in either direction with the touch of a switch? 
 

Yes         

Does it have trailing arm suspension with automatic camber control to provide greater 
stability? 

Yes         

Does it have adjustable wheel alignment with heavy duty bushing? 
 

Yes         

Can it be levelled in either direction with the touch of a switch? 
 

Yes         

Is there a dedicated location for a solar panel that can operate while the camper is 
travelling?  

Yes         

Does it have heavy duty off-road foam cell 40 mm shock absorbers mounted vertically? 
 

Yes         

Does it have disc brakes rather than drum brakes which fill up with dust and mud? 
 

Yes         

Can it be fitted with a 12 inch electric off-road drum brakes and a 3.5t electric coupling? 
 

Opt         

Does it have protected brake lines rather than exposed wires that can be ripped off by 
sticks?  

Yes         

Does it have an off-road coupling that can be connected to any vehicle with a 50 mm tow 
ball? 

Yes         

Does it come standard with six stud Landcruiser wheels but with an option for other 
patterns? 

Yes         

Is the standard Jockey wheel at least 8 inches in diameter and solid rubber? 
 

Yes         

Are the stairs treads at least 250 mm wide for safety? 
 

Yes         
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Does the join between the roof and the base have an automotive door seal to prevent 
dust entry? 

Yes         

Are all doors to external storage compartments and the main entry door lockable? 
 

Yes         

Is there a grab handle to use during entry and exit ? 
 

Yes         

Are there comfortable seats either side of a 700 x 700 mm table? 
 

Yes         

Can it accommodate two 9 kg gas bottles? 
 

Yes         

Does it have internal and external 12 V power sockets as standard equipment? 
 

Yes         

Does it have as many as ten LED working or reading lights as standard equipment? 
 

Yes         

Does it have screened and lockable windows on all four sides ? 
 

Yes         

Does it have a water pump which operates at 11 L per minute when the tap is turned on? 
 

Yes         

Does it have three separate built-in water tanks with a total capacity of more than 
200Litres? 

Yes         

Does it have the option of a grey water tank? 
 

Yes         

Does the external kitchen provide for a sink, a Workbench, a Cook top and Barbecue? 
 

Yes         

Is the external kitchen located in a position where it is undercover without the need for 
considerable setting up? 

Yes         

Does it have an internal sink and drainer with hot and cold water tap?   
 

Yes         

Does the floor have a carpet that can be removed and washed with a high-pressure 
cleaner? 
 

Yes         

Are AGM batteries the type of batteries supplied? 
 

Yes         

Is “Battery and Starter Cable” used in the wiring from the vehicle to the in-house battery? 
 

Yes         

Is it fitted with a conveniently located fire extinguisher as standard equipment? Yes         
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Can the water be filtered on the way into the tanks and on the way out of the tanks? 
 

Opt         

Does it have a screened ventilation hatch in the roof? 
 

Opt         

Does it have an internal three burner gas cook top with electric ignition? 
 

Opt         

Does it have a choice of hot water systems? 
 

Opt         

Is there a choice for internal heating methods? 
 

Opt         

Does it have an external kitchen?  
 

Opt         

Can it have two batteries of 100 AH each or more? 
 

Opt         

Is a voltage booster/battery isolator/solar panel regulator, provided? 
 

Opt         

Are there are various options for MSW inverters and pure sine wave inverters? 
 

Opt         

Is it fitted with a 240 V circuit and power points? 
 

Opt         

Is it fitted with a reverse cycle 240 V air-conditioner? 
 

Opt         

Is it fitted with an evaporative 12 V air-conditioner? 
 

Opt         

Is a high-capacity air compressor, air storage tank and inflation wand available to pump 
up tyres?  

Opt         

Is it fitted with a system to charge and maintain the battery with a 240 V supply? 
 

Opt         

 

 

 

 


